
Geology. - Profiles through the Synclines of Comblain au Pont 8nd 
Chanxhe. By P. ROGGEVEEN. (Communicated by Prof. L. RUTTEN). 

(Communicated at the meeting of January 29. 1927). 

Our knowledge of the structure of the region of the synclines of Comblain 
au Pont and Chanxhe. constituting the most eastern part of the Carbonian 
basin of Dinant. is still limited. An exception is afforded by the Ourthe~ 
profile. which has already been described and mapped by LOHEST and 
FORIR 1). We deemed it weil worth consideration to give a description 
of these synclines. as it would add to our knowledge of a portion of 
the Belgian Ardennes. situated at a rather short distance to the south 
of the so~called "FailIe Eifelienne". According to FOURMARIER and to 
most of the ot her Belgian geologists this is to be considered together 
with the "Faille du Midi". as the northern limit of an important over~ 
thrust~sheet. so that the region under consideration will probably belong 
to it. 

The body of facts collected last summer in the well~exposed territory, 
enabled us to reconstruct a number of profil es through the synclines. 
The accompanying map gives a survey of the territory we examined. 

CJ SonnDw'ltDCIII . 

r:zJ MicfÛft "' 0fIIl ... 0.'tO.". 

Onder Carboon = Lower Carboniferous 
Boven Devoon = Upper Devonian 

Midden en Onder Devoon = Middle- and Lower Devonian 

The location of the proflIes is indicated by the lines I-IX. The 

1) Annales de la Société Géologique de Belgique. tome 22. 1894/95. 
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statigraphcal division in the profil es is the same as that of the Belgian 
geological map 1 : 40.000. though the stratigraphy that has been 
adopted in recent times. slightly departs from it. This. however. matters 
little for the description of the tee tonic. 

In our survey we adopted the subdivision of the Belgiangeological 
map for the more detailed observations. as regards the Upper~Famennien; 
as regards _ the 10wer~Carbonian we used the subdivision given by 
LOHEST 1). 

The trend of the profiles is on the whole N.-S .• which is normal to 
the general strike. The profiles have been orientated by giving the 
nam es of the places and the azimuth. The situation of the profiles I. 11 
and VII. however. could not be indicated out with sufficient accuracy 
in this way. A few items concerning them may follow: At A in profile I 
point is a marked 750 m. west of Amblève~bridge at Sougné~Remouchamps. 
Point B in profile 11 is 375 m. east of Ambléve~bridge at Aywaille. 
Point C in profile VII lies 1180 m. east of Ourthe~bridge at Chanxhe. 

Profile IX. reconstructed from personal observations. corresponds with 
the Ourthe~profile. as given by LOHEST and FORIR. 

Localities. where complications appeared. which could not be explained. 
because of the too small number of observations. occurred: first. to the 
south of profile I. 50 that the reconstruction of this profile was discon~ 
tinued; secondly. in profile X and XI in the syncline of Chanxhe and 
the adjacent anticline to the South. 
. Departures from the Belgian geological map were rarely met with. 
One instanee is that in profile I - in the anticlinal nucleus south of 
Cornemont - Frasnien still crops out over a distance of certainly not 
less than 300 m.. whereas the map indicates only Lower~Famennien. 
Probably the map is not correct ei th er with respect to the localities. 
where the above~named complications occurred. 

The eastern profiles rep re sent the commencement of the two synclines. 
Wh en the Syncline of Comblain becomes deeper. it soon presents a 
steep Southern~limb. which is in Profile 111 slightly overturned North~ 
ward. In Profile IV this overturning is more pronounced (a.o. 60° S. in 
the Southern~limb). Farther to the West the Southern~limb remains very 
steep. while the Northern~limb everywhere shows smaller dips than the 
Southern~limb. In the Ourthe~profile (IX) it is the other way ab out : 
there the N orthern~limb is steeper than the Southern~limb. which is also 
the case in profiles X and XI. 

In the east the Syncline of Chanxhe shows also in the Southern~limb 
larger dips than in the Northern~wing. Here su eh an asymmetry reveals 
itself. as is seen in the eastern portion of the syncline of Comblain au 
Pont: in profile 11 the Southern~limb is inappreciablyoverturned; in 

1) LOHEST: Les facies du Dinantien. 2me part ie : Régions orientales de Ia Belgique. 
Livret Guide du Congrès Géologique International, 1922. Excursion C3. 
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profile 111 this overturning is more pronounced (dips of e.g. 70° S.). To 
the West of it the sync1ine yields more symmetrical sections. ex cept in 
profile VII. where the South-limb dips locally to the South. 

In the eastern profil es the anticline. lying between the two sync1ines. 
has larger dips in the Northern-wing than in the Southern. In profile VI 
it yields an approximately symmetrical section. More to the West the 
top gets flatter and at the Ourthe it sags. This proceeds probably more 
Westward into a small Carboniferous sync1ine. 

The profil es 11. 111. IV. V. VI. and IX. which have been extended 
farther south than the others. represent sections of a sync1ine beginning 
in the east. There the Southern-limb dips soutward (profile 11. lIl. 
and IV). 

To the west of this the sync1ine soon gets more norma!. broader. 
and deeper. 

The anticline between this sync1ine and that of Comblain au Port 
lays bare the Givetien in profile II and 111. Then. however. it soon 
sinks rather rapidly and has subsided so deep in profile IX. that it forms 
only a feebie severance between the two sync1ines. 

In fine it appeared from the profil es that the Frasnien and the Lower 
Famennien in the Southwest is considerably thinner than in the East 
and the N orth-east. 

Nowhere. except in localities where the above-stated complicatîons 
occurred. did we find any indication of faulting in the tectonic. We 
we re invariably encountered with a normal sequence of subdivisions. 

It strikes us that this territory which probably belongs to the over
thrust-sheet. presents no faults of any significanee. either longitudinal or 
transversalones. 




